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Scotland’s

northern
Gannets

Celtic Life International contributor
Tom Langlands captures and conveys the grace
and mystique of Scotland’s Northern Gannets

I am on board the Scottish trawler Fisher
Lassie with the owner/skipper, Gordon
Easingwood, who is taking me out to Bass
Rock or ‘The Rock.” This small island
is a 320-million-year-old volcanic plug
in the Firth of Forth. The Rock shares
its geological ancestry with the not-toodistant Arthur’s Seat and Castle Rock in
Edinburgh as well as with several smaller
islands in the area. With me is Maggie
Sheddan, the Bass Rock guide for the
Scottish Seabird Centre at nearby North
Berwick. It may not be far, but when you
cross the open sea to Bass Rock you realize
just how inhospitable and inaccessible this
place is. Even in a gentle breeze the swell
of the sea rises high against the vertical
cliff faces and the murky blue depths swirl
with dangerous currents. Easingwood has
made this journey many times before, but
he never underestimates the difficulty of
manoeuvring the boat alongside the steep
staircase that forms part of the cliff.
Once I have disembarked I climb a
short distance to a small sloping plateau to
take in my surroundings. The Rock towers
above me, the sea slops menacingly below
and the coastline of Scotland is visible to
the west, but, overwhelmingly, the sky is
alive with seabirds - thousands of them.
Continuing higher, I pass through an
old fortified wall and here the dark secrets
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of Bass Rock begin to unfold. Although
unoccupied today, it was home in the 6th
century to an early Christian missionary
and hermit, St Baldred. The place where
I stand was the site of an ancient castle
dating back to the 13th century and the
remnants of a crown prison in the latter
part of the 17th century. Here, in terrible
conditions, many Covenanters and Jacobite supporters were imprisoned and died
for their beliefs. Being at the mouth of the
Forth on the approach to Scotland’s capital city, Edinburgh, resulted in Bass Rock
becoming an important part of Scotland’s
historic defences. Canons from the castle
could fire down on approaching ships and
Mary Queen of Scots had a garrison here,
including French troops, in the early 16th
century. The dank history of the place is
palpable in the crumbling stones around
my feet.
A further climb takes me to the site
of an ancient chapel. This is as far as I
can go and standing below the 105-metre
summit of the Rock that still rises above
me I find myself in the middle of the
largest single-rock gannet colony in the
world. Sixty thousand breeding pairs of
northern gannets surround me. Birds soar
overhead, some carry nesting material
while others proffer seaweed and feathers
as courtship gifts to their mates. Chicks

and parents sit on nests so densely packed
that there are over two nests to every
square metre of ground. Looking down to
the sea I watch gannets fold their wings
and turn themselves into avian missiles
plunging up to five metres into the water
at speeds of up to sixty miles per hour (96
km/hour) in search of fish. The scale of
the spectacle is breathtaking.
Sheddan explains why and when the
birds came to Bass Rock. “Gannets have
been recorded on Bass Rock since as early
as the 6th century. They are colonial birds
and this is both a suitably safe and remote
site for breeding in a location with a ready
food supply of fish. Mature birds can arrive
from late January onwards, although most
don’t settle until March. After breeding
some will stay until late October. ”
The northern gannet is the largest
indigenous seabird to be found in the UK
with a wingspan of just under two metres.
Some 60 per cent of Europe’s gannets
make Scotland their breeding ground
and the Latin name of the species, Morus
bassanus reflects the significance of Bass
Rock in its classification. They have a
life span of up to 35 years. Mature birds
are strikingly white with a long neck and
yellow blush around their heads and weigh
around 2.4 to 3.6 kg. The ends of their
wings are black. They have long pointed
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Special thanks to Maggie Sheddan of the Scottish Seabird Centre,
North Berwick.
The Scottish Seabird Centre has several webcams on the Bass Rock
providing excellent viewing of the gannets during the breeding
season. They can be accessed from the Scottish Seabird Centre
website: www.seabird.org

grey-blue beaks with black linear markings and a stunningly vivid
blue eye surround.
Young birds usually pair at around three years of age with
pair bonds generally lasting for life. Once the mature birds have
arrived on Bass Rock they await their mate whose arrival will
instigate a courtship and bonding ritual comprised of stretching
wings accompanied by often prolonged rubbing and “fencing”
with their distinctive beaks. They are highly territorial and nest
sites are fought over and protected fiercely. Straying into another
pair’s territory will result in a noisy confrontation and often an
unpleasant clash of beaks. One of the reasons these birds prefer
rocky stacks is that the wind uplift permits an almost vertical
take-off and landing from the nest site. A bird that has to walk
through the territories of others in order to reach its nest will be
made to suffer.
Only a single egg is laid, usually between mid-April and midJune and it will hatch around six weeks later. One parent remains
with the chick at all times while the other searches for food,
mainly fish. The parents will feed the bird for about 11 weeks
after which time it will attempt the dangerous journey of gliding
down to the sea. This is the stage at which the young bird, or
guga as it is known, and its parents separate. Alone at sea, gugas
must learn quickly how to fly and fish in preparation for their
journey south along with the rest of the gannets in October.
At this stage the mortality rate is high, with approximately 75
per cent of youngsters coming to grief during their descent or
succumbing to starvation and exhaustion in the ensuing weeks.
How well is the gannet population and how easy is it for the
adults to find essential fish supplies? According to Sheddan,
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“Gannets fish over huge areas and have been recorded fishing
200 kilometres from Bass Rock, although in summer feeding can
be closer on the rich tidal banks. Because of their ability to travel
such distances they fare better than many other seabird species.”
For the moment this is good news, but Sheddan notes that
despite current growing population numbers, “The balance of the
food chain is vital. Fishing policies and environmental issues are
closely monitored for changes that could have a negative impact
on food supplies.”
For gannets born on Bass Rock, those that survive the
harsh journey towards adulthood will head to areas around the
Mediterranean, with some traveling down the west coast of
Africa. Some of the young birds will return to the place of their
birth in their second year, although for others it may be later and
they may make the journey several times before being ready to
breed.
Back on Fisher Lassie and heading away from The Rock,
Easingwood has one final treat to complete this astonishing
experience. He throws quantities of fish overboard in an exercise
known as “chumming.” Suddenly, gannets surround me, and
display their incredible aerial and underwater swimming skills.
Leaving the Bass Rock behind I have no doubt that I have
witnessed one of the world’s most amazing wildlife experiences
on an ancient rock , which forms an important part of Scotland’s
history.
Words and photos by Tom Langlands
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